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Sandwiched between the V-6 and the 9-speed DCT, the direct drive supercar electric motor is attached directly to the
driveshaft for immediate torque and acceleration. At the track, Launch Mode can slice off .5 seconds and deliver
pressed-back-in-your-seat Gs the instant you Explore the 2018 Acura NSX sports car design, which reflects the principle
of interwoven dynamics. The NSX design is optimized to support performance,The NSX sports car is made in the USA
at the Performance Manufacturing Center in Ohio. Discover precision craftsmanship in the Acura NSX production
process.Explore the Acura NSX interior, which includes sports car seating and studio quality audio. Minimalist design
and the best technology form the NSX cockpit.The Honda NSX, marketed in North America as the Acura NSX, is a
two-seat, mid-engine sports car manufactured by Honda/Acura. The origins of the NSX traceListings 1 - 15 of 91 Save
$18835 on a used Acura NSX. Search pre-owned Acura NSX listings to find the best local deals. CarGurus analyzes
over 6 million carsThe first generation Honda NSX, marketed in North America and Hong Kong as the Acura NSX, is a
2-seater, mid-engined sports car that was manufactured byDraped in colors inspired by the spirit of racing and the
subtleties of nature, the NSX is a work of precision-crafted art. The vivid, high-chroma finish emphasizes - 17 min Uploaded by TheSmokingTireThe 2018 Acura NSX is one of the most exciting cars weve seen this year. Making a
combined Efficient performance and aesthetic pleasure become one in the 2018 Acura NSX interior designed for both.
Discover NSX interior colors crafted with a purpose.Information, specifications, photos, videos, options de garantie, etc.
de la Acura NSX 2017. The NSXs low US sales for April was the result of a confluence of a few things. First, Acura
sold lots of NSXes at the end of 2017, as dealersAcura NSX colours paint 130R WHITE rear side detail zoom. HOVER
TO ZOOM. Classic motorsports colours that represent the soul of racing tradition aroundDesigned, developed and
manufactured in North America, the 2017 NSX is Acuras first build-to-order vehicle. Customers will be able to design
their car byDiscover Acuras exceptional line of cars and SUVs built for exhilarating performance Overhead View of
Acura NSX in Berlina Black on Desert Highway Road.
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